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A SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR COUNTABLE-SET
APOSYNDESIS

DONALD  E.   BENNETT1

Abstract. In this paper a stronger form of aposyndesis is

defined and continua with this property (strongly aposyndetic) are

shown to be countable-set aposyndetic. Although every continuum

which is a product of nondegenerate continua is countable-set

aposyndetic, it is established that no product of nondegenerate

continua is strongly aposyndetic.

Throughout this paper a continuum is a compact connected metric space.

Let M be a continuum. If N is a subcontinuum of M, the interior of N

in M will be denoted by int N and the boundary of N in M by Bd N.2

A continuum M is aposyndetic at a point p if for each point q in M—{p}

there is a subcontinuum N in the complement of {q} such that/>eint N [3].

If the {q} above is replaced by a finite (countable closed) set then M is

said to be finitely (countable-set) aposyndetic at p. A continuum is

aposyndetic (finitely aposyndetic) (countable-set aposyndetic) if it has the

given property at each point [7].

This familiar property can be strengthened as follows.

Definition. A decomposable continuum M is strongly aposyndetic

provided that for any pair of proper subcontinua 77 and K such that

M=HuK, each of 77 and K is aposyndetic.

It is easily seen that each strongly aposyndetic continuum is aposyndetic

and there are numerous elementary examples of aposyndetic continua

which fail to be strongly aposyndetic. The following two theorems

established sufficient conditions for subcontinua of a strongly aposyndetic

continuum to be aposyndetic. The first theorem is an immediate conse-

quence of the definition.

Theorem 1. If A is a nonseparating subcontinuum of a strongly aposyn-

detic continuum M and int Aj± 0, then A is aposyndetic.
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Theorem 2. Let M be a strongly aposyndetic continuum. Then each

nondegenerate subcontinuum of M with totally disconnected boundary is

aposyndetic.

Proof. Let A be a nondegenerate subcontinuum of M such that

Bd N is totally disconnected.

Case I. Suppose there is a peiini N) such that p does not separate

M. There is an open set V in M such that peFeint N and M—V is

connected [8]. Since N and M— V are proper subcontinua of M and

M=Au(M— V) it follows that N is aposyndetic.

Case II. Suppose each xe(int N) separates M. Let xe(int A) and (7

and V be disjoint open sets in M such that M— {x}=UKJV. If A—{x} is

connected, assume A— {;<:}<= JJ. Thus Ac ({7u{;c}) and since xe(int A) it

follows that x^Cl V. Since this is a contradiction, each point of (int A)

separates A.

Let L be a nondegenerate subcontinuum of A. Since Z,n(int N)j£ 0,

L contains an uncountable number of separating points of A. It follows

that A is a dendrite [9, Theorem 1.1, p. 88]. Therefore A is aposyndetic.

In [1] unicoherence was shown to be a sufficient condition for an

aposyndetic continuum to be finitely aposyndetic. The following theorem

establishes a sufficient condition for an aposyndetic continuum to be

countable-set aposyndetic.

Theorem 3. Suppose M is a continuum which is strongly aposyndetic.

Then M is countable-set aposyndetic.

Proof. Suppose M is not countable-set aposyndetic. There is a

point peM and a countable closed set S in M—{p} such that M is not

aposyndetic at p with respect to S. This property on "p" is inducible.

Thus by the Brouwer Reduction Theorem [9, Theorem 11, p. 17] there is a

closed subset S' of S such that M is not aposyndetic at p with respect to S'

but M is aposyndetic ai p with respect to any proper closed subset of S"'.

Let a be an isolated point of S'. Then there is a subcontinuum H in M—

iS'-{s}) such that/>eint H. Clearly seH.

Case I. p does not separate M. Since M is aposyndetic, there is an

open set U such that peU^'mt H and M—U is connected [8]. Then

H and M— U are proper subcontinua and M=H(J(M— U); therefore H

is aposyndetic. There is a subcontinuum A of H such that />e(intH A)

and N^H-{s}. Then F=[(intH A)n(int H)] is open in M and peV^

N^M—S'. This implies that M is aposyndetic at/) with respect to S'

which is a contradiction.

Case II. p separates M. Let A and Ä be disjoint open sets such that

M—{p]=AKjB. Then A(J{p} and 5u{/)} are proper subcontinua of M.

(i) Suppose S'C\B=0. Let //'=//U(5u{/?}). Then //' and /lU{/>}
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are proper subcontinua of M and M=H'\J(A\j{p}). Thus H' is aposyn-

detic so there is a subcontinuum N of 77' such that peimtH. N) and

N<=(H'-{s}). Thus pe[(intH. A)n(int 77)]c Ac M-S" implies that M

is aposyndetic at p with respect to 5".

Likewise, if S' C\A = 0 , then M is aposyndetic at p with respect to S'.

(ii) Suppose S'r\A^0^S'C\B. Then both (5'O/i) and (5"n£) are

proper closed subsets of S'. There are subcontinua £ and A of M such

that pemtL<^L^M-(S'nA) and /jeint Ac N^M-(S'nB). Now if

£n(5'n£)=0 or An(S'n/f) = 0, it follows that M is aposyndetic at

p with respect to 5". So assume that 7n(S'n5)#0^n(5'n4 Let

Mi=(Avj\p})\jN and Af2=(£u{/7})u£. Then M1 and Af2 are proper

subcontinua of M and M1C\M2=[(A'U{p})r\L]\j[(Bv{p})r\N] is a

continuum. Thus pe[(int £)n(int A)]<= (M,rW2)cA/ — 5' implies that

M is aposyndetic at p with respect to S'.

In either case a contradiction is reached, therefore M is countable-set

aposyndetic.

Corollary 1. Every strongly aposyndetic rational curve is locally

connected, hence a continuous curve.

A continuum X is said to be hereditarily aposyndetic provided that

every subcontinuum of Y is aposyndetic. In [6], hereditary aposyndesis

was shown to be a necessary and sufficient condition for hereditary

locally connectedness.

Question. Is every strongly aposyndetic continuum hereditarily

aposyndetic?

In [3] Jones proved that the product of any pair of nondegenerate

continua is aposyndetic and in [2] this result was extended to show that

the product is countable-set aposyndetic. Although strongly aposyndetic

continua are countable-set aposyndetic, we establish in Theorem 4 that no

product of nondegenerate continua is strongly aposyndetic.

In order to prove this theorem we first establish the following lemma.

Lemma 1. Let M be a continuum, N be a subcontinuum of M, qeM—N,

and I be a subcontinuum of M that is irreducible between q and N. If IuN

is aposyndetic, then N is aposyndetic and I is an arc.

Proof.    Suppose 7uA is aposyndetic.

Assertion. IC\N is a single point. For suppose this is not the case and

let/7, andp2 be distinct points in IC\N. Since 7is irreducible, 7—(7nA) is

connected and each point of 7nAis a limit point of 7— (Ir\N). There is a

subcontinuum D of 7uA such that /?,e(int7uA- £)<=£<= [(I\jN) — {p2}].

It follows that (int/UiV D)n(I—N)y^ 0. Let C be the composant of q in I.

Then Cn(int7uV D)C\(I— N)¿¿ 0 which implies that there is a proper

subcontinuum I' of 7 such that qeV and 7'n(int,wA- D)n(I— A)#0.
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Clearly I'nN=0. Let A be a subcontinuum of the continuum D\Jl'

such that A is irreducible between q and Dr¡lC\N. Then A — iD r\IC\N(~\A)

is connected and each point of DC\Ir\NC\A is a limit point of ^4 —

iDnlnNnA). Since AniN—I) and Anil—N) are mutually disjoint

and /l-(Z)n/nAn^)<=[^n(7V-/)]u[^n(/-A)], it follows that

A — iDr\IC\Nr\A)^I. Now /J2^ so /4 is a proper subcontinuum of /,

qeA, and AC\N^0 which is a contradiction. Therefore /nA is a single

point and the assertion is established.

Now suppose x and y are points in A'and x^y. There is a subcontinuum

X such that xe(intJuV A)<= Ac (/UA)—{>>}. Let IF be an open set in M

such that int/UxV X= IFn(ZuA). Then [/= IFnA is open in A. Clearly

An A is a subcontinuum of A and xell<^ An Ac A— {y}. Thus A is

aposyndetic at x with respect to y. Therefore A is aposyndetic.

By interchanging the roles of A and / in the preceding argument we

have that / is also aposyndetic. Since / is irreducible, / is an arc [8].

Theorem 4. If M is the product of a pair of nondegenerate continua,

then M is not strongly aposyndetic.

Proof. Let X and F be nondegenerate continua such that M—Xx Y

and suppose M is strongly aposyndetic.

Case I. X and Y are decomposable. First we will construct proper

subcontinua H and K of M such that M=HvjK.

Let A1; A2 be proper subcontinua of Xand Fls F2 be proper subcontinua

of F such that A=A1uA2 and F= YXKJY2. Since dim(A4x 7^ = 2 there

is an indecomposable subcontinuum A contained in AjX F, [5]. Let IIF

be the projection map from M onto Y and let zeY— nF(A). Let XJ be

open in Y such that nF(/V)c U^CliU)^ Y-{z}. Let xeX2 and H=

(AxCl((7))U({x}x F).

Let yell y N and let / be a subcontinuum of Ax {y} such that /is irre-

ducible between ix,y) and An(Ax{y}). Let K=[Xx (F— t/)]U

({x}x F)uAjA.

Clearly H and K are proper subcontinua of M and M=H^)K, thus by

supposition A is aposyndetic.

Assertion. I\JN is aposyndetic. For suppose a and A are distinct points

in/uA. There isa subcontinua L of A such that ae(intx L)<=L<=K— {b}.

Clearly Ln(/uA) is a continuum. There is a set V open in M such that

int^L=AnK. Then !F=Kn(/uA) is open in 7uA and aeW<=Ln

(7uA)c (7/uA)—{6} implies that TuA is aposyndetic at the point a with

respect to the point b. Thus /UA is aposyndetic and the assertion is

established.

Since I(jN is aposyndetic, it follows from Lemma 1 that A is aposyn-

detic. This implies that A is decomposable which is a contradiction.
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Case II. Without loss of generality assume X is indecomposable. Let

p and q be distinct points of X and U be an open subset of X such that

/?et/<=(Cl U)^X-{q}. Let yeY. Then 77=((C1 U)x Y)V(Xx{y}) and
£= [(JV— U)x Y]U(Xx {y}) are proper subcontinua of M and Af=77u£.

Since 77 is aposyndetic, there is a subcontinuum £ of 77 such that

{(/>,.)>)}<= intÄ LcLc/í-^j)}. It follows that Ln({q}x Y)=0. Let

F be an open subset of M such that intH L=V(~\H and let Ux be the

projection map from M onto X. Then If Y(F) is open in X and 11^(1)

is a subcontinuum of A'. Since pe[Ux(V)nU]^Ux(L)^X— {q}, X

contains a proper subcontinuum with nonempty interior which is contrary

to X being indecomposable.

In either case a contradiction is reached, therefore M is not strongly

aposyndetic.

From the proof of the preceding theorem it is readily seen that if M is

the product of a pair of nondegenerate continua there are proper sub-

continua 77 and K such that M=77 uK and neither H nor K is aposyndetic.

Also, it is easily seen that if M is a strongly aposyndetic continuum, H

and K proper subcontinua of M such that M=H\JK, and H^, H2 are

proper subcontinua of 77 such that 77=771U772, then either 77, or 772 is

aposyndetic.

It follows from these remarks that if Mx is the product of a pair of

nondegenerate continua and M2 is any continuum such that M1CtM2^ 0 ,

then 7V£,uM2 is not strongly aposyndetic.

If the answer to the question raised above is in the affirmative, then

every strongly aposyndetic continuum is hereditarily decomposable and

hereditarily arcwise connected.

Some weaker forms of these two properties are established in the

remaining portion of this paper.

Theorem 5. Suppose M is a strongly aposyndetic continuum, N is a

nondegenerate subcontinuum of M, and p is a point of N. Then N contains

an arc containing p.

Proof. Let qeN—{p}. Since M is fully decomposable [3], there exist

subcontinua 77 and K such that peH—K, qeK—H, and M=HUK.

Let A be a subcontinuum of KkjN which is irreducible from p to K.

Then KkjA is aposyndetic so by Lemma I, A is an arc. Also since

A —(A nK)<=N, it follows that A c A and the proof is complete.

Theorem 6. Suppose M is a strongly aposyndetic continuum, H and K

are proper subcontinua whose sum is M, and N is an indecomposable sub-

continuum of M. Then H intersects each composant of N.
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Proof.   Suppose C is a composant of A, CcA—//, and let qeC.

Case I. NC\H^ 0. Then JVu/Y is an aposyndetic subcontinuum of M.

Since A is a subcontinuum of Au//which is irreducible (in Au//) from

q to H, it follows from Lemma 1 that A is an arc. This is a contradiction

since A is indecomposable.

Case II. Nr\H= 0. Let A be a subcontinuum of A which is irreducible

from (An//) to a point /> in A-C. Then ÍHkjA) and (//U/iuA) are

aposyndetic subcontinua of M. Since ,4 is irreducible (in HKJA) from /?

to H, it follows from Lemma 1 that A is an arc. Also iA uA) is irreducible

(in H\JA UA) from q to //, thus by Lemma 1, A uA is an arc. This is

again a contradiction since A is indecomposable.

Therefore CC\H^0 and the theorem is established.

Corollary 2. If N is an indecomposable subcontinuum of the strongly

aposyndetic continuum M, then every subcontinuum of M with interior

intersects every composant of N.

Proof. Suppose A is an indecomposable subcontinuum of M, H is

a subcontinuum of M, and int H¿¿ 0.

If//does not separate M, then M=//uCI(Af—//); so, by Theorem 6,

H intersects each composant of A.

Suppose H separates M. Let S and T be disjoint open sets in M such

that M—H=SuT. Then (//US) and (//uF) are proper subcontinua

whose sum is M. Let C be a composant of N. By Theorem 6, Cn(//U5)#

0 ^Cni/ZuF) and since C is connected it follows that C<tS\jT. Thus

CC\H^0.

Theorem 7. // the strongly aposyndetic continuum M contains an

indecomposable subcontinuum, then no countable subset of M separates M.

Proof. Suppose A is an indecomposable subcontinuum of M and S

is a countable point set which separates M. Let A and B be separated

sets such that M—S=AkjB. Let aeA and beB. Since M is countable-set

aposyndetic (Theorem 3) there are subcontinua H and K such that

aeint//c//cM-5 and beint K<=K<=M-S. Clearly H<=-A and Ac B.

Now by Corollary 2, each composant of A intersects both H and A.

Hence each composant of A intersects 5. This is a contradiction since the

family of composants of A is an uncountable collection of pairwise

disjoint sets.

We are now able to conclude that strongly aposyndetic continua are

one-dimensional.

Theorem 8. Let M be a strongly aposyndetic continuum. Then

dimM=l.
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Proof. Suppose dim M> 1. Then there is a point peM such that the

dimension of M at p is greater than one. Let qeM—{p}. Since X is fully

decomposable [3], there are subcontinua H and K such that peH—K,

qeK-H, and M=H\JK. Let U be an open set such that peU^ ¿7c H-K.

Since dim [7>1, there is an indecomposable subcontinuum A such that

A<= Í7 [5]. Clearly K does not intersect each composant of A which

contradicts Corollary 2.

Therefore dim M= 1.
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